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Abstract 

The control aspect of attention will be emphasised by employing the language of 
engineering control to create a model of attention control in the brain. Various aspects 
of this, especially experimental support from brain imaging and single cell data, and 
simulations of various sensory and motor paradigms, will be described; the manner in 
which emotions enter to bias attention control will also be touched on. The CODAM 
model of consciousness will then be developed, and its use in explaining the nature of 
the inner (or pre-reflective) self will then be described. An explanation of the 
attentional blink will be then be developed, and the talk will close with implications 
for mental diseases such as schizophrenia, as well as a brief description of the relation 
of CODAM to other approaches..  
 
Schematic Description 

Section 1 Introduction : The modern tools of brain imaging and computational 
neuroscience; the problems of attention and consciousness; philosophical problems of 
qualia and the pre-reflective self; evidence from mental disieases (schizophrenia, 
autism Ad, PD). 
Section 2 The Nature of Attention: Psychological data; fMRI and single cell data; 
MEG data; spatial v object attention in vision; endogenous v exogenous attention; 
involvement of emotions; conclusion on attention control and overall architecture. 
Section 3 Engineering Control Approach to Sensory-Motor Attention:  Forward, 
inverse and error modules, success in application to motor control; evidence for 
similar modules in attention control; structure of the overall model; application to 
simulation of various paradigms: Posner, conjunction search, sensorimotor tasks.  
Section 4 From Attention to Consciousness; Attention necessary but not sufficient for 
consciousness: blindsight, masked stimulus can draw attention but not into awareness 
for normals; inattentional blindness, attentional blink 
Section 5 The CODAM Model for Consciousness: What must be added to attention 
control to support consciousness: buffers or working memory sites for content; as in 
motor control; add further corollary discharge buffer of attention control signal (for 
which there is now very good evidence) to obtain more efficient speed up – add AB 
simulation results in presence of masking; evidence for existence of corollary 
discharge signal in N2/P2 complex; explanation of ‘ownership’ granted by corollary 
discharge signal; explanation of ‘immunity to error’; a function for consciousness as 
speed-up of attention movement. 
Section 6 Implications of CODAM for Humanity: Nature of philosophical problems of 
Nagel ‘What is like to be’/Chalmers ‘hard problem’/ Wittgenstein-Shoemaker 
‘Immunity’; bringing back the notion of ‘self’; relation to pre-reflective self of 
Western phenomenology; relation to ‘pure consciousness’ in meditation and of 
mystics across all religions; free will and the difference between ownership and 
agency of thoughts; implications for understanding of animal consciousness). 



Section 7 Relation to Other Consciousness Approaches Machine consciousness; 40 
Hz; proto-consciousness of Damasio; relaxation models; Western cognitive science 
‘content only’ models  
Section 8 Conclusions  
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